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Performativity Of Identity 

 The performativity of identity refers to the way individuals represent themselves based on 

how they perform. “The Duchess Of Malfi” and “The Twelfth Night” both show the 

performativity of identity based on gender roles. In both stories, the main character(s) act certain 

way to “perform their gender.”  

 In “The Duchess of Malfi”, there are several clear examples of how gender roles play a 

part in the performativity of identity. Both, the way the Duchess acts with her brothers, and how 

her marriage with Antonio is characterized prove the gender roles are present. 

 After the Duchess’ husband died, she swore to her brothers that she would never marry 

by saying, “Will you hear me? / I 'll never marry” (1.1.292-293). The Cardinal then responds 

with, “So most widows say, / But commonly that motion lasts no longer / Than the turning of an 

hourglass: the funeral sermon, / And it, end both together” (1.1.293-296). 

 Ferdinand and the Cardinal didn’t believe her at first and kept insisting she never marry. 

After the Duchess gave this response, they both believed the Duchess because she acted with 

respect and understanding toward their demands as expected. The Duchess performed the acts a 

woman in that time period should do because that is what her brothers expected of her. She acted 

like her gender and deceived her brothers in the same process. 

 The Duchess also shows the performativity of gender roles through her marriage with 

Antonio too. From the start, the Duchess performed her gender by telling her brothers what they 
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expected to hear in order to keep their trust. She then goes behind their backs to do what she 

wants, which in this case would be her marrying another man. This act of rebellion isn’t 

associated with the female gender. So in other words, the Duchess wasn’t acting according to her 

performativity of gender. 

 The Duchess even tricks Antonio into marrying her even though it’s clear he doesn’t feel 

worthy of her or comfortable with the idea. At one point Antonio says, “But for your brothers?” 

(1.1.458). The Duchess responds with, “Do not think of them” (1.1458). Here the Duchess shows 

a side where she is not performing the female role because she is going against her brothers. This 

deceitfulness doesn’t enforce her identity based on how her female gender should act.  

 The Duchess continues to show a deceitful side that doesn’t tie into the female gender by 

saying, “Be not amazed, this woman 's of my counsel. / I have heard lawyers say a contract in a 

chamber, / Per verba de presenti, is absolute marriage” (1.1.465-467). 

 This quote explains how the Duchess asked Cariola to hide until the Duchess made the 

marriage attempt toward Antonio. Cariola then came out of hiding to witness their marriage 

proposals and testify, if needed, that they are truly married. This is how the Duchess tricked 

Antonio and performed against her gender role.  

 Despite the deceit, the Duchess’ marriage to Antonio shows opposing gender roles 

between the two characters. For example the Duchess’ gender role, according to how she was 

acting, reflected a man. Antonio on the other hand, represented the female gender based on how 

he was acting in his relationship with the Duchess.  

 Antonio holds little power as a man in their society. He is the Duchess’ steward and takes 

care of the household issues. In this sense, Antonio is acting according to the female gender 

based on that society’s expectations. The Duchess performs as a male through their marriage 
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because she is the head of the household and deals with problems a duke usually would. At one 

point, Antonio says to the Duchess, “I’ll fetch your grace / The particulars of your revenue and 

expense” (1.1.360-361). This insinuates that the Duchess handles monetary issues for her 

household. This is one example of the Duchess performing in a way that a man would.  

 “The Twelfth Night” also shows the performativity of identity based on gender and 

deceit. One of the main female characters, Viola, begins dressing as a male and performs male 

duties in service to Orcino, a man she falls in love with. She disguises herself as Orcino’s page 

called Cesario. 

 Orcino sends Viola, as Cesario, to woo Olivia for him, but instead Olivia ends up falling 

for Viola. In a way, I think the fact that Olivia falls for Viola is a good indication that Viola is 

performing as a male. Viola seems to have everyone fooled into thinking she is really a guy 

because of how she acts according to the gender she has placed herself in.  

 Throughout this majority of this play, Viola isn’t practicing a female gender role. Her 

deceitfulness is a main indication, as it was in “The Duchess of Malfi.” Deceit isn’t an act 

associated with the stereotypical female role, and Viola makes everyone believe she is a male 

named Cesario. 

 At one point, Sir Toby tells Viola that Sir Andrew wants to duel. Viola responds, “You 

mistake, sir, I am sure no man hath any quarrel / to me. My remembrance is very free and clear 

from / any image of offence done to any man” (3.4.219-221). Even though Viola doesn’t want to 

fight, she draws a sword and battles Sir Andrew until Antonio intrudes. Since Viola is disguised 

as a man, she must perform as one to the best of her ability. In this case, she had to fight Sir 

Andrew because that is what a man would typically do in this time period.  
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 Viola never really acts like a woman besides the beginning and end of the play where she 

is shown as Viola. It’s interesting to see how the characters react to finding out Viola was a 

woman all along. I think this gives people a clear understanding in that time period that women 

are capable of anything a man is.   

 The Duchess and Viola both show examples of how they perform their identities based 

on deceit and the gender they are expressing. The Duchess performs as a female gender in some 

scenarios, and in others she practices the male gender based on her actions. Viola on the other 

hand, mainly practices the male gender role because she is disguised that way.  


